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Welcome to a New Year, and a new era for the club newsletter!  I think we should start both by raising a glass (if you can face 

any more!) to Kate to thank her for all her hard work producing Skywords for the past few years—and doing such a excellent 

job.  I am more than a little nervous in filling her shoes in this role, getting used to new software, etc.  It’s only as you start ac-

tually doing these things that you realise how much time and effort they involve.  Please bear with me as things settle down.   

The change in editor however will not change the pleas for articles, news items etc, so please do get in touch with anything 

you would like to have published to your fellow club members.  In addition if you have ideas on things you would like to see in 

the newsletter, just let me know and we’ll see what we can do  (I think we can guess Ed’s train of thought here— but no Kate 

Silverton this month I’m afraid).       

Although I will be keeping everything pretty much the same as before, at least initially, we do start this new season with a new 

regular column—Safety.     Nigel Page (a senior paragliding coach, and ex British national team member) has kindly given us 

permission to reprint safety articles from his website (www.50k-or-bust.com).  We all love our sport with a passion (some 

even love it enough to attend the club’s AGM) and live for those tales we can use to bore stiff anyone who will listen - however 

safety must of course always come first.  It seems sensible therefore to have regular articles on the subject in the club’s maga-

zine—just to keep you reminded. 

There’s some cracking events coming up to get involved in that are highly recommended if you have not done them before—

the Ratho (Edinburgh) zip wire reserve deployment was a great week end last year, and will be better this.  The Farmers’ Din-

ner is moving to a new venue of high repute (Cruck Barn, Appletreewick) and should be highly enjoyable.  Get yourselves on 

these if there’s still room.  Add to this the Aerofix pickup and drop off service based around January and February club nights, 

and the reserve repack session in March—there’s so much to do you won’t have time to miss the flying!    

Right, that’s more than enough from me, I promise the next intro wont be as long.  If you want to send me anything for the 

newsletter, please do (markandpat@sky.com)     

If you do manage to go flying though—I hope to see you on the hill. ;-)                                                              Tam 

Club Night Thursday 9th January  7.30 for 8pm 

The Horse & Farrier, 7 Bridge St, Otley, West Yorkshire LS21 

Aerofix pick up   -  Quiz night 

Please note:  Club nights are reverting to the 1st Thursday of the month from February 
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Chairman’s Chat  - January 2014 

Well, the AGM came and went without any great surprises.  10% of the membership 
turned up and about half of them were committee members.  The bar bill was only 
£50 which was just as well because the pub refused to take the club’s cheque.  
Yours truly had to foot the bill on his flexible enemy! 

 

On the financial side we actually made a slight profit (in spite of a stated intent to 
reduce our working capital).  Had we known the figures a little earlier I would have 
been sympathetic to a proposal to reduce subscriptions, but we decided to play it 
safe and leave things as they are for now. 

 

The only slightly contentious issue proved to be Social and Honorary Membership.  
In the end we agreed to remove the category of Social Membership (non-members 
are welcome to come to club nights and to read Skywords on the website) but to 
retain the category of Honorary Membership.  Robbie Whittall is our sole honorary 
member. 

 

 As predicted we weren’t exactly overwhelmed with volunteers to help out on the 
committee.  Trev Birkbeck agreed to move from Social Secretary to the strategically 
important Club Secretary whilst Mark Morrison was elected as Editor of Skywords.  
Nobody volunteered for the role of Social Secretary so the post remains vacant for 
now. 

 

The implication is that there will be no visiting speakers at club nights until some-
one takes up the reins.  Elsewhere in this edition is a copy of the full job specifica-
tion for Social Secretary.  I’ll be the first to admit that it looks pretty daunting, but 
the key point is that you do as much (or as little) as you can manage.  It would be a 
tremendous help just to have someone to book the function room and confirm the 
booking the day before.  Anything else is a bonus.  The really good bit is 
that no-one can criticise your performance: if they do you simply invite 
them to have a go.  

 

So come on: who’s up for it?  

Fly safely, 

Martin Baxter. Chairman 



Club Nights 

Please note that Club Nights are reverting to the 

FIRST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH, in February. The Jan-

uary club night will be the 2nd Thursday of the month (ie the 

9th) to allow time for your liver to recover from the festive sea-

son!  Brief details of upcoming nights are below: 

January 9th - Quiz Night, Aerofix Pick Up 

February 6th - Aerofix return of gliders 

March 6th - Club members flying hols reports 

(please get in touch with Ogi (ogi15@btinternet.com) if you would like to give a brief  

report and have some photos you could show) 

April 3rd  - Club awards, and photo comp results 

January Club Night 

£££££ Money to be won £££££ 

Our wise, esteemed, sage, and squeekily clean new 

club secretary takes on the QI role of  Stephen Fry.   

The BBC’s graphics department is replaced with  a pow-

erpoint presentation of questions and you will have a 

printed sheet on which to enter your answers. 

Not sure yet if you will get funny buzzers, but you 

will get: 

£15 1st prize, £10 2nd prize, £5 3rd prize! 

Come and enjoy the fun, see how good Trev is with 

powerpoint, show off how much you know, and earn 

yourself some beer money while you’re at it! 

http://www.aerofix.co.uk/


Ed’s Christmas Coaching  

Column 

Crossed:   

A few days ago, on one of those occasional sunny, moderate wind days we get squeezed in during 

winter, rather than go flying, and being a bit tight on time, I decided to have an hour’s ground-

handling .  One of those useful activities we tend to deny whenever  it comes to  selling our wing.  

I’m very fortunate in having a host of excellent places 15 minutes from my door.  Not for me a flat, 

mud and poo infested green field, mostly unlike anything we usually take off from. No -  I have the 

luxury of soft moorland  grass , wind-blown clean and more akin to our usual take off hills.   What I 

especially like are the various slopes,  bumps  and hollows;  in this case to find a slope  with the 

wind part across it.  

Like anyone else I prefer the wind to be square on – not simply because the ridge may work better, 

but it makes the take-off easier. Unfortunately, it’s often not quite so convenient and taking off 

with the wind to some degree across the slope is fairly normal.  All aircraft prefer taking off into 

wind, having some power can negate this to a point, but a paraglider needs the wind to be square 

to it. One slight exception to this is the cross-wind/cross slope launch. 

There’s a lot to be learned from observation in this case watching take –offs  when the wind is 

across the slope – we’re only talking about up to 30 degree, as beyond this it’s not likely to be a 

soarable ridge.  You may see a variety of scenarios: 

 Cross slope/light wind – pilot  attempting  to make a take-off square to the slope as opposed 

to the wind.  The wing rises – lightly loaded and veers off to the downwind side of the slope. 

 Cross slope/moderate wind – pilot sets up square to wind, not slope, and may with deft foot-

work and wing control get away, but again the wing is likely to fall to the down slope side or 

tend to get slewed that way.  

A useful technique that works well is to set up square to the wind, but take one large step up the 

slope – the effect on the ‘wall’ will be to raise the downslope side and counter any  tendency for 

the wing to fall that way. A 

couple of things to bear in 

mind. Because the wind may 

have a longer run along the 

ground it may be more 

prone to rolling  turbulence 

– this will be shown by the 

wing bouncing around more 

near ground level – once  



Ed’s Christmas Coaching  Column (Cont) 

above your head, in smoother air it should be better. In smooth air you can bring it up with both 

‘A’s in one hand and the downslope brake in the other; alternately, for greater control both A’s 

held separately may provide better control.  To reiterate, the big thing is the one step up the slope 

as it effectively prevents the wing dropping down the hill – even to the point where it rotates 180 

degree onto its leading edge which is not a good idea with modern leading edge rods. 

So … in that short hour I was out, that is what I practised. Trying it with slightly different riser and 

brake techniques, differing amounts of force and even setting up deliberately wrongly to see what 

the effects were and if I could correct them. My final point would be to have a plan – imagine a real 

life take off situation, do your homework (lots on-line) and then purposefully work on it. Try also to 

concentrate on those things you feel weakest at. 

 

Winter flying conditions:   It would 

be easy to see winter as providing 

smooth, if cold flying with the occa-

sional wave days. Actually, winter 

needs to be considered as having 

hazards of its own – we tend to 

think of the hard edged and turbu-

lent thermals of spring and the cu 

nimbs  of summer and fail to fully 

appreciate that winter conditions 

have associated hazards, that espe-

cially on lightweight wings like para-

gliders  we need to be aware of.  I’m not qualified to go into this in detail (where’s a meteorologist 

when you want one) so I’ll give you just a short lay-man’s version.   Basically it’s a lot colder (and 

this really applies to those cold, high pressure days),  consequently,  the air is a lot denser and with 

more power.  This in effect means it will behave differently and bring increased levels of mechanical 

turbulence (like rotor).  You may find very different conditions  at different levels and some marked 

(and often turbulent)  shears at the boundaries.  Valley bottoms can be calm and fogged in as the 

cold air sinks and slides off the hills, yet the tops could be fairly breezy;  although they may even 

feel OK for flying.  However, take off and you could find it noticeably windier at height – this is the 

upper  wind that is being screened by the cold, dense air in the lower levels.  We also need to factor 

in the possibility of wave and the effect this will have  - remember, the Dales is a fairly wave ridden 

place.  This is not to put anyone off the joys of winter flying – simply to suggest that you should as-

sess the weather and flying conditions with a different mindset to spring/summer flying. So far this 

winter I’ve had some great days, most recently on Ingleborough, and whilst smooth, the effects of 

cold winter air were apparent. Anyone who walked up  will have noticed the cold air pooling in 

Chapel   le Dale and met the stronger wind kicking in 100’ below take off.  



Ed’s Christmas Coaching  Column (Cont) (Cont) 

As the day wore on the limited effects of the sun warming the valley air caused  the wind on the hill 

to drop away.  At the end of the day on the final long glide down we easily reached the landing field 

– 3 hours earlier it may well have been a lot more difficult. 

I’m just an amateur weatherman, so if anyone wishes to start a thread up on the forum I’m very 

willing to learn.  Perhaps a professional could be enticed along to one of our club nights?  It’s cer-

tainly a useful topic to explore. 

Club Coaches Day (last call):   

As previously mentioned (last month) the DHPC coaches list will be checked and re-freshed at the end 

of January (after this course).  Please consider attending  the coaches course– they are very good – if 

you wish to take this further and become a coach please contact me as it needs the course, plus club 

endorsement.  I’ve pasted the details as received from the CSC below. I have also put myself down on 

the course as it’s time for my refresher – if anyone wishes  to leave transport at Ingleton and go with 

me they are very welcome. 

The Cumbria Soaring Club is running a 2 day BHPA Coaching Course on Sat 25th & Sun 26th 

January 2014 and we have a number of places left! 

 

Currently the Coaching Course is the only post CP training offered by the BHPA. 

The primary purpose is 're-training' existing coaches and recruiting/educating new coaches. But 

we consider it to be very worthwhile for all CPs and want to encourage more to attend; even if 

they have no intention of becoming a coach. 

 

We think they will definitely find it useful & interesting and become a better pilot as a result! 

 

Cost £30 (not inc food/refreshments). £20 for re-training. 

Venue: Eagle & Child Pub at Stavely    (between Kendal & Windermere). 

For a place: Contact Dave Ascroft at canddashcroft@hotmail.com or  

david.ashcroft@sellafieldsites.com 

Paradower:  Could I please remind folks of Pat’s excellent set of winter talks. Detail is provided by 

Pat towards the end of this newsletter, and on his website:  

http://www.patdower.co.uk/p/coaching-courses.html 

On one of these courses  you will get the chance to see (as well as hear) the irrepressible Barney 

Woodhead – always an experience.  Many of you will have attended Pat’s talks in the past and will 

have appreciated the informative, authoritative and professional manner in which they are deliv-

ered.  An enjoyable and useful learning experience. 

                         Merry Christmas to you all and fly safely  during 2014 

mailto:david.ashcroft@sellafieldsites.com
http://www.patdower.co.uk/p/coaching-courses.html


The First Safety First Column 

As a club and as flyers we rightly take safety very seriously.  One of the prime reasons for the club to exist is to ensure that 

flying in the Dales is as safe as possible.  In  line with that aim, we are initiating this Safety First column, which will feature arti-

cles concerning safety in flight.  We may think we know all this stuff, but there’s always something new to learn, even for the 

best!  Nigel Page likes to show real scenarios, not just the text book examples! 

We are indebted to Nigel who has kindly given permission for us to reproduce a series of articles  that originally appeared in 

the Derbyshire Soaring Club Magazine.   All the articles are available at www.50k-or-bust.com, but we will be publishing them 

in their original “bite size chunks”, one at a time. 

Nigel includes the paragraphs below in his  introduction on the website:  

“These articles are my best shot at covering some of the safety issues which seem to be poorly understood by some 
pilots. Most were written in response to serious accidents or incidents. I am concious that they are only my own view of 
issues I have been able to identify. They do not constitute a comprehensive safety manual and my experience of alpine 
conditions is very limited. 

I do my best to make the articles as clear and easily understood as I can. I am keen to improve them so if you find er-
rors or have difficulty understanding anything then please contact me. Similarly if there is a subject you think needs 
covering I am happy to listen to ideas for new articles and will consider working with other pilots to produce them. 

Some pilots fiercely condemn any attitude which appears at all negative. However, by their nature, safety articles tend 

to take this form and I make no apologies in this respect. Some also say such articles are just stating the obvious. This 

may be so, but pilots keep crashing. Perhaps the obvious needs to be stated.” 

In paragliding and hang-gliding there is a 
surprising amount of confusion about 
what is a “right of way”. In fact what we 
do to avoid collisions on the hill in the 
UK is partly airlaw and partly conven-
tion. “Right of way” may not be the best 
concept. If we are keeping a good look-
out and thinking well ahead we should 
only need airlaw, convention or “right of 
way” very rarely. Anyway, let's start 
with the obvious. 
 

We find ourselves head on to another 
pilot and turn right to avoid him. He  
obviously cannot turn right because he 
has the hill on his right which is why  
the convention in the UK is that the pilot 
with the hill on his left should turn  
to the right  

Nigel’s article is reproduced below 

Collision Avoidance On The Ridge 



OK, supposing we encounter someone like this.  

In this case if we (glider A) were to decide to pass to the 
right we would have to make a sharp turn across the front 
of the oncoming glider (B). It is obvious to us that pilot (B) 
should turn to his left to avoid us. I think this is what we  
should expect in reality. However pilot (B)'s sometimes 
have other ideas like: 
 
“If I turn to my right and move closer to the hillside glider 
(A) will have to give way to me.” 
 
Is pilot (B) OK to do this? No, definitely not at the distance 
apart shown in the diagram which is much closer than we 
would expect to be before one of us turns. If pilot (B) was 
very much (several times) further away and moved into  
the hill pilot (A) could not really grumble.  
 
The key point is that both pilots should have decided 
what to do about it a long time before reaching this situa-
tion. Does this seem a bit of a “grey area” or “wishy 
washy” to you? Good! It is a grey area, and it's no good 
pretending it isn't. As always both pilots have a responsi-
bility to each other, to keep a good lookout, and to think 
ahead. 

 
Copyright © - Nigel Page - March 2013 - www.50k-or-bust.com 

Military Low Flying And Us 

As with all pilots the military ones have no desire to have a mid-air collision. Many years ago CANP was set 

up to limit the risks associated with both our activities sharing the lower levels of the air above the UK. 

The details of CANP are on the BHPA  website at www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/safety/canp/. 

For various reasons it has become a good time to conduct a review of CANP and how it does, and does 

not, work for all those that are part of the system. The BHPA needs your help with identifying the good, 

the bad, and the ugly with it. If you have flown midweek, or intend to fly midweek in the future, please go 

to the following website and complete the very short  questionnaire - it shouldn't take you more than 5 

minutes and could well help save your, or someone else's life: 

http://freeonlinesurveys.com/s.asp?sid=pu1h5ne7sjlg3wy388217 

Apologies for the less than snappy URL! There will be a link from www.bhpa.co.uk 

BHPA Review of CANP 

The BHPA are conducting a survey on the use of CANP, as detailed below, and they need our 

help.    



Safety - BHPA Safety Advisory for Hang Glider Pilots 

All hang glider pilots are asked to ensure that they have read the Safety Advisory below. 



Safety - BHPA Safety Advisory for Hang Glider Pilots (cont) 

www.bhpa.co.uk/pdf/safety_advisory/sa010.122013.pdf 



Still Places available for:

 

DHPC Reserve Repack 2014 

8 MARCH 2014 (10am – 2pm) 

St Marys School Menston, Leeds. 

Brilliant value, just £10 

When was the last time you checked your reserve?  Manufacturers 

recommend repacking your reserve every six months. Bill Morris 

from the BHPA is coming to do a reserve repack day with the 

Dales club. 

All welcome – no need to be a Dales Club pilot. 

To book email Peter Spillett at pete@petensara.com or see details 

on website under events. 

Safety—Upcoming event 

mailto:pete@petensara.com


Last of the Summer Vino 
 

Cleggy had a problem, well quite a few problems actually but one in particular.  

Foggy Morrison had pointed out that if they did not strap a paraglider to Compo Baxter and throw him off a 
cliff then two things would soon happen. Firstly his wellies would start twitching and secondly he would start 
volunteering people for the committee. Cleggy had suggested that the solution to both these problems was 
just to forget the paraglider ? 

What was needed was a grand plan and as long as it did not need to be a practicable or a sensible plan then 
Cleggy is your man. He suggested a trip to the Alicante region. Foggy who is the club Martini girl, he will fly with 
anyone, anytime and anywhere was the first to sign up. Cleggy sold the trip on the region having a good topog-
raphy leading to a wide variety of flying sites, normally stable weather ( more of this later ) and a knowledgea-
ble and hard working fly guide in Nick Pollet at Doyouwanna.net.  

Compo didn't need any of this info, he had watched Benidorm the TV series and was looking forward to the egg 
and chips washed down with Yorkshire bitter for every meal. 

Having secured their Yorkshire passports to leave Leeds Bradford airport and negotiated their parole papers 
with loved ones then they all chose a Jet2 flight to Alicante. Ryan air was available but by the time the check 
in clerk saw the snail 
houses on their backs 
it would have involved 
complex financial 
agreements to pur-
chase the plane in or-
der to save money.  

The first day Nick in-
troduced the three 
amigos to two other 
pilots, the first was JJ a 
young female blond 
polish pilot.  Can I 
send my apologies 
now...we are all really, 
really, really sorry for 
everything.  

Cleggy wasted more valuable time by walking the Zimmer squad to the take off at Cabo Santa Pola, the local 
coastal site. This was a manageable walk with the villa being right next to it. He carefully toured the take off, 
showed them the landing field, explained the last majestic flight he had across the three cliffs and around the 
light house on the end cliff whilst only lit by romantic moon light. The next morning Nick the fly guide did the 
same briefing but with more practical flying advice and less of the romance. These two detailed briefings as 
usual ensured that the wind remained from over the back for the full week  

 

Pina Rubia is an attractive site with a light cross wind take off and a massive landing field, the Yorkshire pilots 
spread out all over the landing field.  

In late November 2013, 3 Dales pilots took control of their mundane lives of travelling around unflyable Dales sites and 

headed for exotic foreign climes.  This is their story. 



Col De Rates: An epic site with a miniature landing field (it was a T junction on a single farm track, surrounded 

by Orange trees!—Tam). Nick described the landing field as enormous and this difference in the assess-
ment of size explains a lot.  Nick said all five pilots would spot land, Foggy bet beers that we wouldn't.  
Needless to say guided in by the aroma of the pig farm, (am I selling it yet ) we all hit the spot with an 
accuracy that would qualify us for the non existent GB pensioners accuracy landing display team.  Foggy 
Morrison still has not bought the beers but as the recently elected Sky words editor he will edit this beers 
bet out anyway !! 

Last of the Summer Vino..2 



El Palomaret ..often considered as the home site with a house thermal, this analogy can now be extended as the 
take off is now carpeted !! Basically if you are still reading this, asking yourself why ?  all you need to know is that 
we all took off and went up, then up some more, some flew out and continued going up, Cleggy tried to land and 
went up, Compo and Foggy flew to another ridge and went up. Maybe this is why the site is popular because even 
three old gits from Yorkshire can keep it up for longer (come on editor that has to be taken out ). 

Compo Baxter was told to fly to the Bar in a village nearby, not wanting to get a round in he landed in a scrub field 
well short of a traumatic wallet experience that would have caused a permanent monetary tension, or Yorkshire 
PMT. 

Having a reputation for spreading Chaos wherever they lay their pension books they even managed to produce 
weather related Chaos.  Overall the weather, usually quite stable in the area and conducive to flying was turned 
upside down. Alicante beach was covered one day by the first large snow fall since 1959. 

Apparently the farmers were desperate for rain as it has not rained significantly for the past few months , well we 
sorted that pending drought problem as well. Cleggy calculated that we flew 5 days and messed around not flying 
for four days . 

Everyone knows that if you put a group of grumpy old men together their minds will turn to ?? ..well gardening. 
Foggy Morrison is already a topiary consultant and  Cleggy’s count of his activities in Alicante total one tree and 
three bushes. This was as nothing to Compo’s ploughing of the furrow by attempting a forward launch at Col de 
Rates. We have unfortunately no video, however apparently this site now has a new runway cleared of vegitaton. 
Compo commented that he very rarely did alpine launches and after this one he would never do one again. He 
blamed wind from the back, we blamed his little legs, flying in wellies and a distinct difference in his dramatic 
over confidence compared to his lack of any discernable skill. 

List of characters starring in this debacle: Compo ... aka Martin Baxter, Foggy ..aka . Mark Morrison and the teller 
of this particular tale Cleggy ..aka Ogi 

Any resemblance to any actual talented paraglider pilots is purely accidental but the prating around was truly 
world class !! 

Last of the Summer Vino 3. 



Compo, Cleggy and Foggy’s adventure was host-

ed by Nick Pollet, at  

Doyouwanna, Alicante 

More snaps are available at:  

http://www.yogile.com/alicante 

Last of the Summer Vino ..4 

http://www.doyouwanna.net/
http://www.yogile.com/alicante


Social —The Farmers’ Dinner—a 3 page invite– come on even Kate didn't give you that!   



Social —The Farmers’ Dinner 

Cruck Barn, Craven Arms, Appletreewick 

March 1st, 2014. 7.30 for 8pm 



Social—The Farmers’ Dinner 

Now you’re hungry, here’s the good bit—sign up here! 

Pronunciation 

Is it “Appletreewick”, or “Apptrick”. I’ve heard people swear on both forms.  

Perhaps the farmers will know? 

Tam 



Safety— Zip wire reserve deployment and repack 

There is still space available on the Ratho repack.  A group of us went last year and found it very well worthwhile, and 

a great weekend to boot.  It could only have been improved by having more time at the event , and therefore more 

practising on the zip wire—so this year Kate has planned that in.  If you haven't ever had to throw your reserve, come 

along and get some invaluable practice—and hope you never have to use it! 

There’s links here to a couple of videos:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjmd_PJ7ZYA    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eY_DaCR1rOE 

And a link to the SHPF webpage, including spreadsheet with results from 2013 (would it be a good thing, or a bad thing to be 

one of the ‘fails’?):    http://www.shpf.co.uk/shpf-Ratho-Repack-2014.php 

Contact Kate to get signed up, and have a great weekend Scotland—you never know, they may close the border next year! 



Skills Development—Pat Dower Courses 

Advanced Cross Country Skills in collaboration with multiple British record holder Barney.  

1 day—22nd Feb 2014.  

Aimed at pilots who already have a decent understanding of XC flying, this seminar will un-

pick what makes the difference between being an OK XC pilot and being a great one. Con-

centrating on the advanced aspects of cross county flying including: putting McCready theo-

ry into practice, lift and sink lines, advanced weather analysis, flying XC in mountainous and 

sea breeze areas, triangle and out/return flights and the physical and mental attributes of a 

successful pilot, the seminar will also refresh some of the cornerstones of cross country. 

Cross Country Development Workshop.  

1 day 8th March 2014.  

This covers all of the essentials of XC flying for pilots starting out or in early 

stages of their development with XC. We will cover: thermalling techniques, 

getting away from the hill, navigation, decision making, landing out and pre-

flight preparation. A very practical and interactive day. 

Competition Preparation and Master-Class  

2 days, 15-16 Feb 2014.  

Helping pilots enjoy and succeed in competitions, whether they have little/no previous 

competition experience or have already had considerable success and are looking to build 

on their knowledge and understanding of competition technique and strategy. 

These three events will be held at the Derbyshire and Lancs Gliding Club next to Bradwell Edge in 
Derbyshire. Full details of the events, including prices are be available at: www.patdower.co.uk 

Cross Country and Competition flying courses with Pat Dower, with special guest Barney Woodhead.  

If you wish to know any more about any of his courses, Pat also invites pilots to contact him 

through his website at www.patdower.co.uk to discuss which course would be suitable for them. 

http://www.patdower.co.uk
http://www.patdower.co.uk


Library News- Melise Harland 

The library catalogue and back issues of Skywords are on the DHPC website.  To Access them go 

to the homepage and you'll see the library listed in white lettering on the blue band at the top of 

the page.  If you click on "Library" it will take you to the catalogue so you can have a look, see 

what we have and have a wish list ready for the next club night. 

If you would like to pre-order any item from the catalogue feel free to send me an e-mail    

(Melise_Harland@yahoo.co.uk) and I will reserve it for you.  If you have any suggestions for 
things you would like to see here let me know.  

 

 Committee Vacancy 

 

DHPC Committee Job Description 

Social Secretary 

General 

The Social Secretary is responsible to the Chairman for the club’s social events. 

Specific 

Organising a visiting speaker or other activity for each club night (Sep – Apr). 

Advertise social functions in Skywords and on the website in good time. 

Book venue and arrange for presentation equipment if necessary. 

Confirm the booking with the pub a few days beforehand. 

Introduce, host and thank visiting speakers (drinks can be claimed on expenses). 

Produce (or delegate responsibility for) a short write up after each club night for Skywords. 

Organise the Farmers’ Dinner each year – invitations to go out with Christmas drinks. 

 

mailto:Melise_Harland@yahoo.co.uk


 Club Coaches— this list is due for renewal at the end of January 


